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Abstract 
It is shown by a model independent numerical estimate that the/ TRM 

expression of the Ml strength is fully consistent with the recently discovered 
saturation properties of the Ml excitations known as scissors mode. It is argued 
that such a consistency proves the scissors character and the collective naturn 
of the mode. The complete equivalence of the TRM with schematic RPA„ 
here discussed in detail, is exploited to elucidate the nature of the proton and 
neutron fluids taking part to the twisting motion. Such an analysis shows the 
possible existence of a high energy scissors like mode. 

1. Introduction 

An important, maybe conclusive, step for undestanding the nature of the magnetic 
dipole excitations, known as scissors mode [1,2] has been made recently with the 
discovery that the summed M l strength in Sm isotopes increases quadratically with 
deformation | 3 | and is closely correlated to the strength of the E2 transition to the 
lowest 2 + state [4). 
Since this discovery several model descriptions have been re-examined and found to 
be to a more or less extent consistent with the new observed deformation law [5-9]. 
A natural question to be asked is if the new observed properties can be accounted 
for within theitwo rotor model (TRM), which first predicted the mode and provided 
its generally accepted geometrical picture (an out of phase rotational oscillation of 
proton against neutron deformed fluids) [10|. Checking its consistency with these 
new data is of utmost importance since the interpretation of the observed M l exci
tations as a scissors like mode relies on the validity of the geometrical TRM picture. 
If indeed the model physical constants are estimated empirically, the S1 behaviour 
of the M l strengths is reproduced in good agreement with experiments [11]. 
On a more theoretical ground the behaviour of the TRM M l strength with deforma
tion depends on the way the TRM physical constants are computed. Since different 
procedures are based on different physical assumptions about the nature of the sys
tems performing the motion, a proper selection of the computational methods may 
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help to obtain additional information about the nature of the mode. Our attention 
will be focused on two procedures which rely on quite different assumptions. One 
leads to a low energy mode corresponding to the observed Ml excitations. The 
other instead yields a high energy mode also of scissors nature. 
That both predictions are valid is implicitly proved by showing that the two methods 
are just the ones adopted within the unified theory which also predicts two Ml 
modes[12,13]. The equivalence of the TRM and the unified theory approaches is 
here proved explicitly. This allows to state a sound bridge with the microscopic 
RPA approach. Quite generally it can be proved [14] that all model descriptions of 
the mode converge in their geometrical limit to the TRM. A unified view of this so 
long studied problem emerges in this way. 
After a brief outline of the model, we will prove in sect.2 its consistency with the 
deformation law. We then propose two different approaches for computing the 
model physical constants yielding a low and a high energy mode. We further show 
how the two procedures emerge from the unified theory approach (scet.3) and prove 
the complete equivalence between TRM and schematic RPA. In the final section 
the implications of the present analysis are discussed. 

2. The two rotor model revisited 

2.1. Generalities 

The basic assumption of the model [10] is that protons and neutrons form two 
axially symmetric rotors free to rotate around a common axis defining the intrinsic 
xi-axis, orthogonal to their symmetry axes and interacting via a potential V(0) 
dependent on the angle 2i? between the symmetry axes. 
The Hamiltonian must then have the form 

Я = 2 э / > ' +

 2 э / " г + "СЬ (1) 

where 9„ and S„ are the proton and neutron moments of inertia, Jp and J„ their 
angular momenta. 
In order to separate the relative motion between the two rotors from the rotation 
of the whole nucleus one must express the Hamiltonian in terms of the total and 
relative angular momenta J = JP+Jn and S = JP-Jn. The Hamiltonian decouples 
into a rotational and an intrinsic part if a coupling term of the Coriolis type is 
neglected. In the harmonic approximation, valid for small values of tf, the intrinsic 
Hamiltonian takes the form 

*"' = 2 i > ( - ; & + ^ i H c ^ ( 2 ) 

where С is the restoring force constant and Э = 4(9 p 3„)/(a p +9„) is essentially the 
moment of inertia of the whole system. The intrinsic eigenfunctions яге normalized 
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according to 
Гл»\<РвК\г = 1. (3) 

Jo 
Putting <p = 01/*Ф we turn the above Hamilton!an into 

which is the radial component of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator Hamilto-
nian, with в playing the role of "radial" variable. Its eigenfunctions are normalized 
according to 

Г Mi |Ф„к|* = 1- (5) 
Jo 

The scissors mode is the first excited state, with quantum numbers n = 0 and 
K" — 1 + . It falls at an excitation energy given by the frequency и = у С/Э and is 
mainly excited by the magnetic dipole operator which is of the form 

М(М1,ц) = ^ M ^ + f e j M ) , » , , 

3 1 
^(ffH^ + jSrSp)^, (6) 

where 
9R = j,(g, + Яп), 9г = Я,- Bn- (7) 

The corresponding strength is 

B(M1) T = B(M1, 0 + — K* = 1 + , J* = 1 +) 

= :^1<** = 1+|Ям|0>|Ч'/4, 

~ i^ 3^'"'"- ( 8 ) 

Although derived within the TRM, the above expression has general validity. It 
follows from the sum rule [12,13] 

5>в,(М1)т » ±-T.\<r = i+i\s+x\i»tib-etfu, 
16JT , 

= ^Яиг{вр-дп)>& (9) 
if the strength is distributed over closely spaced levels as it occurs in practice. Such 
a sum rule holds to the extent that the spin contribution is either negligible or can 
be absorbed into the operator S. 
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All Ml strengths derived within different phenomenological or schematic models can 
be put in the TRM form [14]. The reason is to be found in the fact that in these 
models the transition is promoted by operators equal or closely related to S. It is 
this excitation mechanism which qualifies the Ml excitations as scissors mode. Such 
a picture remains valid even if the spin contributes, as long as such a contribution 
can be accounted for by S. We can therefore state that the TRM formula gives the 
scissors Ml strength. 
A second point to be made is that, since the sum rule does not rely on any specific 
assumption about the wave functions, the TRM form of the Ml transition probabil
ity is valid even for vanishingly small deformations, when the geometrical two-rotor 
model does not make sense. 

2.2.Phenomenological approach 

We are now in a position to show that on purely phenomenological ground the above 
Ml strength is linearly related to the strength of the £2 transition to the lowest 2 + 

state and exhibits the 61 dependence we search for. 
Let us start with relating the Б2 strength to the classical energy weighted sum rule 
S(E2) according to [15] 

u,,B(S2) T= (£, - Eo)B(E2,0+ -> 2+) = | ~ X o 5 ( B 2 ) , (10) 

where %D = "g ' is the ratio between the irrotational and rotational mass param
eters and is about 1/5, as it can be checked by analyzing the data on rare earth 
nuclei. The classical sum rule S(E\) is given by 

SIEX) = M2A + 1)1 j _ Z e , < r„_, } 
v ' 4тг 2m x ' 

where m is the nucleon mass. Using the above expression for A = 2, we can derive 
from eqs.(10) and (11) the following expression for the moment of inertia 

4 ir A'/3 

* = 4 = 2 8 . 8 X D * > B ( £ 2 - 0 + ^ 2 + ) W 

having made use of the relations < г* >= (3/5)Я* and R = 1.2A , / 3. Inserting the 
above quantity into eq.(8) we get 

A1/3 u? 
£«(M1) T= 0.0065—-ыВ(Е2,0 + - 2*)-^~(яР - 9„)г- (13) 

It is now straightforward to derive the deformation dependence of the Ml transition 
strength. We can make use in fact of the expression 

B[E2) 1= ^Ql , Q„ = \ztR4 , (14) 
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where Q0 is the nuclear quadrupole moment and S the deformation parameter. 
Substituting into eqs.(12) and (13) and putting \D = 1/5 we obtain 

9 ^ ^A^S1 (MeV-% (15) 

B„(Ml) T = 0.D04 шАъ/3 6г (дг-дп)ги%. (16) 

The above derivation clearly shows that the square deformation dependence of the 
Ml strength is a consequence of its linear relation to the E2 transition probability 
as suggested by the observed saturation properties of the two quantities (4]. 

a) b) 

Fig.l - Theoretical versus experimental Ml strengths in a) Sm and b) Nd 
isotopes. The stars refer to the B(M1) computed from eq.(16), tfae squares to 
the B(M1) computed from eq.(13) and the triangles to the strength computed 
in schematic RPA 

For a quantitative estimate we take for the rotational gyromagnetic factor gg — 
Z/A. Assuming g„ = 0, we have gp = (2Z)/A. Taking the experimental values of S 
and of the energies [3,4] we obtain for the Sm and Nd isotopes the strengths shown 
in fig.l. In both cases the Ml strength follows a quadratic behaviour in very good 
agreement with experiments. In order to further study the saturation properties 
we have computed all known Ml strengths and plotted them versus the fractional 
number P = (NPN„)/(Nr + !4„) of protons and neutrons. Fig.2 shows that the Ml 
strength saturates with P in satisfactory agreement with experiments [4|. 
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The above numerical estimates are based on eq.(16) which gives the Ml strength 
explicitly in terms of S. We could however compute the strength from eq.(13) by 
taking the experimental values of the E2 strength, after having fixed the parameter 
XD from the experimental values of the energy (£2 - £0) and of B(E2) T through 
eq.(10). The strengths 50 determined are in general close to those computed pre
viously and to the experimental values. Only in the most deformed 1 M S m the Ml 
strength is appreciably overestimated. The difference between the two results can 
be easily explained. The Б2 strength, viewed as a function of 6 contains terms of 
higher order than the leading quadratic one [16). All these terms contribute to the 
experimental values. The Ml strength by contrast seems to be better described by 
a law of the type expressed by eq.(16) which is strictly quadratic in S. The dis
crepancy between the two estimates implies that in the limit of large deformations 
the scissors moment of inertia is smaller than the corresponding total nuclear mass 
parameter. 

' 1 I ' ' I ' ' ' 1 

Fig.2 - Ml strength versus the fractional number P = [NPN„/(NP + N„). The 
experimental points are taken from ref.[4] 

For a full appreciation of the implications of the results obtained it is convenient 
to point out that the estimates of the strength do not rely on any specific model. 
They are only based on the assumption that the excitation is of scissors nature and 
on the relation (10) between E2 transition probability and classical sum rule, which 
is valid also outside the deformed region [15|. The success of the scissors empirical 
Ml strengths in accounting for the saturation properties of the mode proves in our 
opinion that the low lying Ml excitations observed in deformed nuclei correspond 
to a scissors like mode. 
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It also indicates that the mode is of collective nature. Since the mode is switched on 
with deformation the collectivity of the mode should not be measured in terms of 
single particle units [12,13]. The mode can be considered collective to the extent that 
the observed strengths exhaust the sum rule (8) and (9). The observed strengths 
indeed practically exhaust such a sum. 
In order to learn about the nature of the fluids taking part to the motion we must 
compute the TRM physical constants by some theoretical method. Different pro
cedures in fact rely on different assumptions about these fluids. 

'Z.'.i-lligid body assumption 

Let us assume first of all that protons and neutrons form rigid rotors [10]. The 
moment of inertia lakes then the rigid body value 3 = 3r r i, ~ ImAR1. Consistently 
with the assumption made, the restoring force constant is to be computed following 
a method similar to the one adopted by Goldhaber and Teller [17]. We observed 
namely that, when the angle il becomes larger than a critical value й с , a certain 
number of proton-neutron pairs do not Interact any longer causing an increase in 
the nuclear potential energy, which is given by 

Д1'(!>) •--- AN vv --, v„J\6p\dr, (17) 

where w„ ~ 40MeV" is the neutron-proton separation potential and 

*P PPW - РЛ -Л) = «У^«Я(П1 + V' 2 - , )^t f . (18) 

Assuming a step function for the density we solved the integral in eq.(17) obtaining 
a potential which is linear in tH. Since this linear potential could not be equated to 
the TRM quadratic potential, we had to equate the corresponding forces. The net 
result was 

ш ^ 42i A-lle MeV, B(Ml) Г= 0.036* А*1гд}р%, (19) 

which shows that the rigid body assumption leads to a Ml strength which is only 
linear in the deformation parameter. The inadequacy of such an oversimplifying 
hypothesis could already be inferred from the fact that the Ml strength is strongly 
overestimated. Putting g„ - 0 and by fixing the rotor gyromagnetic ratio to the 
value g„ - Z/A we have from eq.(7) y,, = {2Z)/A. For , M S m we gel B(M\) f= 
11.2/iJ,, about four times the observed strength. 

2.4.Protons and neutrons as irrotational fluids 

A quite alternative picture consists in considering the mode as arising from a relative 
nlotion between two irrotalional fluids. Attaching to each of the two rotors the 
velocity Melds 

«.. =- -^Xp, o» = - V * „ . (120) 
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where 
X = * U 3 I , I 3 + Suix3(xi + Xi), (21) 

we get again a two rotor Hamiltonian but with an irrotational moment of inertia 

» = &,„ = *'»„„. (22) 

The restoring force constant can be consistently determined from the symmetry 
energy mass formula 

A K = V / ( * < * f = W , (23) 
I J QQ 2 

where 6, =? 50MeV is the symmetry energy coefficient and the density variation 
due to the relative rotation is given by 

бв = 6B(d) - М-*) ^ R^r £ « Л - ( 2 4 ) 
a r v = l , - l 

where the shape variable is related to the angle 0 by 

ал = <h-, = ~»y |/W- (25) 

This quite important will be the clue for relating all schematic approaches to the 
TRM. We now impose that 

6e = k,Qa £ о*»'-2*'"*'*. (26) 
1 ^ = 1 . - 1 

where the constant ks is fixed by the normalization 

/ a(^YU^df= a » M eofi A + s = ^ARx

ail, (27) 

with the result kt = IjtO. Inserting the density variation expressed by eq.(27) we 
can easily solve the integral in eq.(27) obtaining for the restoring force constant 

Ofl 
С ~ jb.A8* (28) 

with the final result 

w=: 139.4 A-1/3MeV, B(Ml) -\^Q.\2S2 A^gli^. (29) 

' We get in this case a quadratic dependence on the deformation. Numerically 
however we obtain for , s 4 Sm w = 26 MeV and B(M\) |=; 4.7 /*J,, having put 
g, = (2Z)/A. Although the Afl strength is reasonably close to the experimental 
value, the energy is far higher, lying in the region of the giant isovector quadrupole 
resonance. 
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The two routes explored, though not leading to the desired result, are not to be 
rejected. We will see in fact that the result based on the rigid body assumption 
will be a good stalling point for describing the observed low lying scissors mode, 
while the estimates based on the irrotational fluid hypothesis represent a reliable 
prediction of a high energy scissors like mode. This can be better understood by 
computing the TRM constants microscopically within the unified theory [15]. 

3 . Two-rotor m o d e l and unified theory 

From inspecting the TRM expression of the M l strength (eq.(8)), we find 
the following relation 

C = 3 u 2 = w | < t f | S + 1 | & , > | 2 - (30) 
This can be taken as the new definition of the restoring force constant which allows 
to link the TRM to the microscopic approaches. Let us assume in fact that the 
nucleons move in an anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential well of frequencies uii 
and ыз such that ii)Ju3 = u j , being w0 = HA~ll3MeV the single particle harmonic 
oscillator frequency. Let us further assume that they mutually interact through a 
quadrupole-quadrupole force. In this harmonic oscillator basis we find the following 
relation between the generator S of the isovector rotations, expressed in terms of 
the nucleonic coordinates and the isovector quadrupole operator Q 

S + I|0) = J |m(u,J-u,;)E|P")?^, (31) 

having assumed the same frequencies for protons and neutrons. In the above equa
tion £p and th denote respectively single-particle and single-hole energies and 

Q = QP-Qn , Qp = rJyW. (32) 

Both operators S and Q span the AN = 0 and AN = 2 harmonic oscillator major 
shells. 

3.1. Low energy mode 

Confining ourselves within the degenerate low energy AN = 0 space so that 
e p — ен = fa = wi — ws =: 6w0, we are allowed to define microscopically a collective 
variable a and its corresponding mass parameter through the relation 

eooS = < Л = 0 | а > = 0) = ~ = « Ь Е Ю Р М * . ( 3 3 ) 
ph 

The restoring force constant is composed of two terms 

C = Co + K.,f, (34) 
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where K 

Co = <? В , K.„ = K(l + XF) = <(1 - r f V ) • (35) 
с„ 

The first term :з the unperturbed component, while the second is the effective 
restoring force constant coming from the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction and 
renormalized by the coupling with the high energy ДЛ' = 2 configurations through 
the term XF = —{K/C0)/(1+K/Cs]. The bare component К is determined by relat
ing the time dependent Hartree potential obtained from the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction to the symmetry energy potential 

iV = KQ*a = \r3vM, (36) 
4 ft) 

where Vi =r lZOMeV is the energy symmetry constant and Sg is the density variation 
of the form (26) 

6e = k„aQK (37) 

The constant ke is fixed by the normalization condition 

JeQdr = a. (38) 

The difference with respect to the normalization condition (27) is to be noticed. 
Using eqs.(34)-(38) we can compute microscopically all the constants obtaining 

In order to be sure that we did nothing but computing the TRM constants we can 
go from the normalization condition (38) back to the old one (27) and from the 
collective variable a t o v using eq.(25). We turn in this way the harmonic oscillator 
Hamillonian in a into 'r TRM two-dimensional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 
in tf 

For 1 M S m we obtain 

ш ^ 53iA-,/3MeV, B(Ml) t = 0М56А*13^, (41) 

where we have put gp = 1 and g„ — 0, since we are now dealing with nucleonic 
degrees of freedom. We get once again a linear dependence on the deformation 
parameter. We did in fact nothing but computing the restoring force constant for 
the rigid TRM by a different procedure. For , M S m we obtain w = 2.4MeV and 
B{Ml) 1= 10it2

N. The Mi strength is close to the value obtained by the Goldhaber-
Teller procedure using the effective gyromagnetic ratio. The energy however is 
smaller by a factor two. 
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Having ascertained ourselves that it is quite legitimate to compute the TRM con
stants within the unified theory we can now use this microscopic context to improve 
on. We can in fact add the pairing potential to the quadrupole-quadrupole inter
action and then parallel the above procedure to obtain the TRM constants. The 
above relations remain unchanged except for the following substitutions 

en^Ea + Ep, QPk->Q*/i{u*vi> + uPva)' SPh-^SaP[uavg-upva), (42) 

where 
Ea = Я(е) = у/? + Д 2 , £„ = £ (e + Swo) (43) 

are the quasiparticle energies and 

u„ = «(e) , up = U[I + бш0), va = «(E) = [1 - u 2 ( e ) ] I / 2 (44) 

are the coefficients of the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation. Here A is the pairing 
gap and e = c.p - Л, being E > P and Л the single particle energies and the chemical 
potential respectively. The net result is still 

B ( A f l ) T = j | ^ 9 w ^ , (45) 

where now 

U * (E. + E,){1 + K£fl\ Й = 2 •£ ^]fl(-Л - « Л ) 1 - (46) 

The value of S depends on the position of the chemical potential Л. A natural 
choice would consist in putting Л = (4w 0)/2, with the result 

B. + Et = 2E = )ftjfr7*, »= %*(§) ' . (4П 

so that 

W K ( M ) ( i +

 / W)y, B ( MI) T= 1^А6ш

Е

9Гм' (48) 
or more explicitly 

w s 1.26(2A)vTTx*. B(Ml) t - 0 . 0 0 1 ( 2 Д ) Л 5 / 3 r ^ - v A » (49) 
1 + z 

where x = (6w0)/(2A). The strength goes like S3 for small deformations. This 
dependence becomes milder for well deformed nuclei, where x ~ I and becomes 
linear for very large (unobserved) deformations ( i » l ) , 
Taking the values of the pairing gap reported in ref.[6] we obtain for Sm isotopes the 
strengths plotted in Fig. la. The agreement is excellent for the weakly deformed iso
topes. In the well deformed 1 B 2 Sm and 1 5 4 S m nuclei however the computed strengths 
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are larger than the observed ones by about a factor two. Substantially the same 
results are obtained by adopting an alternative procedure consisting in averaging 
out the above Belyaev formula and the two-quasi particle energy with respect to Л 
[6,13,18] 
This apparently surprising result may be explained by claiming the coupling of 
the mode with spin, ignored in the present shematic approach. As long as the 
deformation is small all the orbits near the Fermi surface being nearly degenerate, 
contribute though to a very small extent to the strength. As the deformation 
increases the degeneracy is increasingly removed so that the number of orbits near 
the Fermi surface and contributing to the strength decreases. Hence a quenching 
of the Ml Btrength. The quenching role of the spin is necessarily ignored in the 
present schematic RPA approach. It can be accounted for only in realistic RPA 
calculations[6,8|. 

3.2. High energy mode 

Turning now the attention to the AJV = 2 space we can again define a collective 
coordinate a and the corresponding mass term B\ through eq.(34) with Co — 2«o. 
The restoring force constant is now given by Сг = С™ + /С, where 
and К is the bare component obtained from eqs.(36)-(38). The renormalization 
effects are in fact negligible since the strength of Q is almost entirely concentrated 
into the AN = 2 space. We obtain 

д - 2 * " 1 M0)-n ^ S v m w o r„3*Vi roil 
* - S i U F ' C ' - C o = i 3 A f i * ' K^1AR>- ( 5 0 ) 

Once again we can re-establish the contact with the TRM by going back to the 
normalization condition (27) and by transforming the variable a into t? through 
eq.(25). We will get a TRM two-dimensional harmonic Hamiltonian in д with 
mass parameter S = Л'Эц,, which says that the scissors motion is performed by 
irrotational Quids. 
In order to compute the Ml strength we must account for the coupling with the 
Л N = 0 space which is irrelevant for the quadrupole operator but is quite important 
for the operator S [12,13]. We then obtain 

BQ{M1) T= ^irrbbtdftHl , (51) 
167Г 

where 

S, r r-,**». ^ = y g « * , . ( ! + £ , ! /» , ^ « I p + ^ t t , . (52) 

Numerically we have 

•«г=139Л-"*МеК B(Ml) 1= 0.08*2 А4,3»2

Н. (53) 
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For 1 5 4 Sm we get ш ~ 26JWeV and B(M1) T= 5fi%. These are practically the same 
numbers we obtained using the energy symmetry mass formula ((see eq.(29)), a 
confirm that the two procedures are interchangeable. This equivalence allows to 
state without ambiguity that the TRM predict not only a low energy but also a 
high energy scissors mode and that in both cases the Ml strength is quadratic in 
the deformation. In the low energy case however this behaviour is obtained only 
after pairing correlations among like nucleons are accounted for, while for the high 
energy mode the law reflects the irrotational character of proton and neutron fluids. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The above analysis shows that the TRM is fully compatible with the observed 
saturation properties of the Ml strength. Given the general validity of the TRM 
expression of the Ml strength and the model independent empirical numerical esti
mates, we can conclude that the low lying Ml excitations observed in all deformed 
nuclei correspond to a scissors like mode. We can also conclude that the mode 
is collective. The experimental Ml strength indeed practically exhausts the en
ergy weighted sum rule (9). The close similarity between the scissors and nuclear 
moments of inertia indicates that the mode arises from a relative rotational oscil
lation between two systems which behave like deformed superftuids. This is also 
supported by the crucial role played by pairing correlations in enforcing the f2 law 
in the schematic RPA calculation. The schematic approach however cannot give a 
fully satisfactory quantitative description of the saturation properties. These can 
be fully accounted for only in realistic RPA calculations [6,8] with fairly satisfactory 
results. 
The geometrical picture makes sense only in the limit of large deformations. The 
successful description of the strength versus deformation in weakly deformed nuclei 
strongly suggests that even in the limit of small deformations the mode seem to be 
promoted by scissors-like correlations. 
Concerning the high energy mode, the present estimate of the Ml strength appears 
reliable. In fact, the pieces of the Hamiltonian, like pairing, which affect the prop
erties of the low energy scissors mode play a negligible role at high energy. This 
is implicitly proved by more realistic calculations which obtain similar results [18]. 
What may prevent the observation of such a mode is its coupling to the continuum. 
It may be worth to remind to ourselves that this mode is just the К — I* compo
nent of the isovector quadrupolc giant multiplet. The observation of such a high 
energy Ml mode would therefore give precious informations about the isoveclor E2 
giant resonance in deformed nuclei. 
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